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ATTRACTIONS.
[ART. 44
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point P can be found by simply differentiating the potential with regard to the coordinates of that point. It follows that, if two different bodies have equal potentials throughout any space, they equally attract any particle placed in that space. Thus the attraction of a body is determined by the single function F instead of the three components X, Y, Z.
One chief reason for the use of the potential.is that a body, so far as its quality of attraction is concerned, is analytically given by a single function without the necessity of stating either the form or the structure of the attracting body.
When the potential is used merely to find the forces, it is obvious that we may add an arbitrary constant to its value as defined in Art. 39. We then have F=2ra/r+(7, where G is the constant added. When the attracting bodies are finite, it is convenient to choose C so that F is zezx> at an infinite distance; this assumption makes (7 = 0. When the attracting bodies extend to infinity, the potential, as defined in Art. 39, is sometimes found to contain an infinite constant. It may then be preferable to keep C arbitrary and to absorb into its value all constants not immediately required. There is a certain inconvenience in having different definitions of the potential for finite and infinite bodies, especially when we wish to proceed from one to the other as a limit. In stating the results therefore for the Newtonian law of force we shall adhere to the definition of Art. 39. In special cases such a constant may then be added as may most simplify the expression for F.
43.    Potential for other laws of force.    When the law of
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; force is the inverse /eth power, the potential is F=    — 2 -^.
We then find by the same reasoning as in Art. 40 that dV/ds is the resolved force at P in the direction in which ds is measured.
When the law of force is the inverse distance, the potential is F= G — Sm log r.  This is sometimes called the logarithmic potential
44.    Work and potential.    A definition of the potential may also be given founded on the principle of work.    Referring to the figure of Art. 40, let a particle -of unit mass travel along the elementary arc PP.    It has been already shown that the resolved attraction in the direction PP' ix"$Vf%s.    The work done by the attraction is therefore $Vf$s)d$.    If the particle  continue its

